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Abstract 
A fundamcntal issuc for a rcal uptake of commercial transactions over thc 

web regards frusl among the transacting entities, frequently unknown to each 
other. One solution to increase confidcncc in transactions is to use a network of 
TSPs (Trust Service Providcrs), called a trust web, which arc third parties known 
and trusted by both entities, and an algorithm that cstablishcs a trust path before 
carrying-out any c-comnicrcc transaction. 

In this paper we study the problem of building trust paths linking an entity 
initiating a transaction to a set of final merchants in a trust wcb from a “mccha- 
nism design“ point of view. Namely, we consider TSPs as strategic agents which 
respond to incentives and may deviate from the protocol for a tangible gain. A 
truthful mechanism should define bnth the protocol and o suitable payment rule 
such that each agent maximizes her own utility when not deviating from the 
protocol, regardless of what other agents do. 

We first address the problem from a “protocol design” perspective and, as- 
suming that TSPs are hoitc.st/r,h~.dicnr, we propose a dislributed search algorithm 
based on a probubili.sric trust degree model (Mau96, DIM021 which generalizes 
that based only on boolean trust relationships proposed in LAti021. and reduces 
the search space complexity by pruning the alternatives that do not satisfy (be- 
sides cost constraints) trust degree constraints (e.g., the “transitive” degree of 
trust accumulated along the path has to be greater than a given threshold value). 

Then, when considering TSPs as strategic agents, we use this algorithm as a 
substrate to define truthful mechanisms for building suitable trust paths. Indeed, 
the main scope of this paper is to provide an answer to the following fundamen- 
tal problcm: does a payment function exist for thc dcscribed problem such that 
the the resulting mcchanism is truthful? By applying recent results appcared 
in [MPPW+04] wc providc both positive and negativc answers. depcnding on 
which constraint wc adddrop and on which pitramctcrs are considered as a pri- 
vate information of agents. 
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1. Introduction 
Internet services are increasingly being used in daily life for e-commerce, 

web-access to information and inter-personal interactions via e-mail, but there 
is still major concern about the trustworthiness of these e-services. 

Trust is a fundamental component in every business transaction. Customers 
must trust that merchants will provide the services that they advertise, will 
not disclose nor misuse private customer information such as its credit card 
number. Trust in the supplier’s competence and honesty will influence the 
customer’s decision as to which supplier to use. Merchants must trust that the 
buyer is able to pay for goods or services. Hence, for e-commerce to achieve 
the same levels of acceptance as traditional commerce, trust management has 
to be an intrinsic part of e-commerce. 

More and more often, to increase confidence in commercial transactions 
over the Web, where the transacting parts are frequently unknown to each other, 
the design of new protocol is based on the enlistment of a third party, referred 
to as a trust service provider (TSP), acting as a trusted intermediary which 
assumes responsibility for a smooth transaction. TSPs are known and trusted 
by both customer and merchant. 

Following [Ati02, CAROO, HFH99, DIM021, from a graph-theoretical point 
of view such a network of trusted intermediaries (referred to as trust web) can 
be modelled as a trust graph, where vertices denote the TSPs and edges reflet 
trust relationships between TSPs. Each TSP only knows its immediate trusted 
neighbors rather than each TSP in the global trust web. 

A typical e-commerce transaction follows three steps: (i) locating business 
entities, (ii) establishing a trust path (i.e.. a chain of TSPs linking the customer 
with the final merchant), and (iii) executing the transaction along the best- 
suited trust path. Successful e-commerce systems depend heavily on the sec- 
ond step. A trust relationship is established by an initiating entity that wishes 
to build a relationship with another selected entity by some means, such a pri- 
vate relationship, positive past experience or simply by reputation. This form 
of Internet-base mediation can be iteratively extended when the customer does 
not have a direct trust link with the final merchant [Ati02, DIM021. 

To the best of our knowledge, the problem of building trust paths has been 
only studied from a “protocol design” perspective, by assuming that all the 
TSPs are honest/obedienf, that is that they follows the protocol. In [Ati02, 
SM971 a distributed search algorithm has been proposed aimed at identifying 
a trust path linking an initiating entity e (the customer) with a set F of fi- 
nal merchants across a chain of TSPs such that each TSP trusts its immediate 
neighbors. The algorithm requires the cooperation of multiple TSPs to find 
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trust paths. The trust web’s connectivity might be high, i.e., each TSP vertex 
might be linked to several other TSPs, increasing the complexity of the search 
process. The search space complexity can be then reduced by pruning the al- 
ternatives that do not satisfy suitable constraints, such as cost constraints (e.g., 
the transmission cost accumulated along the path has not to exceed a given 
threshold cost 9). 

However, the complex economic context can have a deep influence on the 
design process, in that if a protocol is demonstrated to have a good perfor- 
mance, this does not necessarily mean that it will be successful. For this pro- 
tocol to be “fit”, the design must be paved with incentives that will motivate 
all the participant TSPs to adopt it. Indeed, all the TSPs are actually strategic 
agents which respond to incentives and will deviate from the protocol only for 
a tangible gain. Mechanism design asks how one can design systems so that 
agents’ selfish behavior results in the desired system-wide goals. That is, a 
mechanism should define both (i) the protocol and (ii) a suitable payment rule 
such that each agent maximizes her own utility without deviating, regardless of 
what other agents do. A mechanism which guarantees this property for every 
agent is called a trutlzful mechanism. 

As regards the protocol, the model proposed in [Ati02, SM971 is based only 
on boolean relationships, i.e., any two entities can share either a complete trust 
or a complete distrust relationship. A prohahilistic tru.u ?node1 based on val- 
ues on a continuous scale in [O, I ]  has been considered in [Mau96, DIM021 for 
determining the most trusted path between two entities in authentication in- 
frastructures based on public key certificates (PKI). Authentication is the ver- 
ification of an identity of an entity, which may be performed by means of a 
trusted authentication service or using certificate$. There is then an issue of 
the degree of trust in the entity which released the certificate. Basing on this 
model, the degree &,j of entity 2’s trust in entity j has been interpreted as 
the probability that the certificates issued by j are correct. In this paper we 
will adopt the probabilistic trust model and we interpret, more in general, the 
degree of trust in a TSP as the probability that she is capable of performing 
the expected functions, or the service she is meant to provide correctly and 
within reasonable timescales. We will incorporate such a probabilistic model 
in the distributed search algorithm described in [Ati02] for determining the 
best-suited trust paths by also pruning alternatives that does not satisfy (be- 
sides cost constraints) trust degree constraints: the “transitive” degree of trust 
accumulated along the path has to be greater than a given threshold value 0. 

More precisely, we propose an extended search algorithm (see Section 5 )  
which allows to solve the two problems defined as follows: given a initiating 
entity (costumer) e, a set of final entities (merchants) F, a threshold degree of 
trust a E (0,1]. and a threshold communication cost B E R‘ , establish a set 
of trust paths linking e to the final entities in such a way to satisfy both cost 
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and trust degree constraints and then find either (i) the lowest cost trust paths 
reaching located merchants, or ( i i )  the most trusted paths reaching located mer- 
chants. We will refer to these two problems as the niin-cosr-TP[r!. F. (1, P] and 
the mav-trust-TP[e. F. ct  . : 3 ]  problem, respectively. 

Then, we use the proposed algorithmic approach as a substrate to address 
the problem also from a mecharzisrn desigii point of view. The main scope of 
this paper is to provide an answer to the following fundamental problem: does 
a payment function exist for the described problems such that the the resulting 
mechanism is truthful? By applying recent results appeared in [MPPW’ 041 
and reviewed in Section 2, we provide both positive and negative answers, de- 
pending on which constraint we adddrop and on which parameters are consid- 
ered as a private information of agents. In particular, we provide two distinct 
truthful mechanisms, called the ntargirznl transaction cost niechanisnt and the 
marginal trust mechanism, as the solutions of two special cases of the defined 
problems. 

2. Algorithmic mechanism design 
In this section we review the basics of algorithmic mechanism design. For a 

more extensive discussion of applications of game theoretic tools and microe- 
conomics to the Internet we refer the reader to [ATOl, FPSOI, FS02, NR99, 
NROO, PapOl]. In designing network protocols computer scientists typically 
assume that the entities involved in the computation are either honesthbedient 
(i.e., they follow the protocol) or adversorial (i.e., they “play against”). In con- 
trast, game theorists study what happens when independent entities (also called 
agents or players) lire strategic and respond to incentives (e.g., a payment re- 
ceived to compensate the costs). Mechanism design asks how one can design 
systems so that agents selfish behavior results in the desired system-wide goals. 

In the standard model for the design and analysis of scenarios involving enti- 
ties which act according to their own self-interest, there are ri agents { 1,. . . n} 
each one holding some private information 4 ,  called its type and belonging to 
a type space T,. 

A mechanism desigii problem is characterized by an output speciJcation 
o ( . )  mapping each type vector t = ( t l ,  . . . , tT t )  to a set of feasible outputs (D, 
Each agent is assumed to incur some intrinsic benefit or loss q(z, t z ) ,  called 
its valuation, which depends on the considered output s. A mechanism defines 
for each vector r = (q, . . . , r f t )  (called the input vecior.), with ri E T,, (i) an 
output R: = u(r)  and (ii) a payment \wctor- p ( r )  = (n ( T ) ~ .  . . lp71(r)). Each 
agent i gives r, E T, as input (i.e., agent i plays T ~ )  in order to maximize her 
own utility uL(o(r)? t z , p , ( r ) ) ,  expressible as a function of the output :c = o(r) ,  
the valuation vl(x, t l )  and the payment p 7 ( r ) .  Therefore, one should design 
both (i) an algorithm A which computes o( . )  and (ii) a suitable payment rule 
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p ( . )  such that each agent maximizes her utility by “playing” the type q = t i  
regardless of what other agents do. In other words, if r 2 denotes a vector of 
inputs given by all agents except agent i, the relation 

ui(o(r-il tz),ti,p&-i, t i ) )  1 u i ( o ( T - i , f J ,  t i ,pj(?+z)) (1) 

must hold for all i and all possible values of &, T 

The pair (A, p) that allows to guarantee Property (1) for every agent is called 
a rruthful mechnnisnt with dominant strategies. Hence, a mechanism wants 
each agent to report her type truthfully, and it is allowed to pay agents in order 
to provide incentives for them to do so. 

A large body of the existing literature focuses on the class of problems 
in which the utilities are quasi-liiiear, that is, agent i’s utility factors into 
ui(o(r), t i , p i ( r ) )  = vi(o(r),t,) + p i ( r ) .  For such problems, the celebrated 
Vickrey-Clarke-Groves (VCG) mechanisms [CIa7 1, Gro73, Vic611 guarantee 
the truthfulness under the hypothesis that the algorithm maximizes the objec- 
tive function p(z, r )  = Ci z)i(z, r7). VCG mechanisms have been success- 
fully applied to a multitude of optimization problems involving selfish agents 
with applications to networking [FPSOl, NROO] and e-commerce [Cra97]. All 
these works assume that the problem is utilitarian, that is, the utility functions 
are quasi-linear and the objective function can be written as the sum above. 

Recently, a class of optimization problems has been defined in [MPPW’ 041, 
termed consistent problerns, which are mechanism design problems such that: 

and r2. 

(a) the set of feasible solutions ck does not depend on agents’ types; 

(b) the consisrent objectivefunction is expressible as p ( ~ ,  r )  = ei ~ ( z ,  r,) 
for a suitable operator, ; which enjoys the following properties: associa- 
tivity, commutativity and monotonicity in its arguments; 

(c) the utility function is expressible as w(o(r) ,  t z .y i (r))  = tii(o(r), t i )  (.TI 
Pi(r). 

The authors proved that consistent problems admit truthful mechanisms, 
called VCG-consistent (VCGc) mechanisms and defined as a natural exten- 
sion of VCG mechanisms. If the operator also enjoys the following prop- 
erties: identity element, inverse and strict monotonicity, the VCGc mecha- 
nisms are the only truthful mechanisms for the problem. The characteriza- 
tion of VCGc mechanisms states that the payment functions R(.) provided 
from a truthful mechanism for a consistent problem can be expressed as 
pi(v) = @j+ivj(u(~)lrj)  61 hi(r - i ) ,  where hi ( . )  is a function of r-a. In- 
terestingly, it has been also identified a subclass of non-consistent problems in 
which the set of feasible solutions depends on agents’ types which does not 
admit truthful mechanism. 
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3. Themodel 
We consider a graph-theoretic model for the trust web referred to here as the 

a set V = { 1 ,  . . . , n,} of weighted vertices (the agents) denoting each a 
TSP whose weight ci E R I- represents the cost TSP i incurs for execut- 
ing each transaction; 
a set E of weighted directed edges (i,.j) E V x V, which reflect trust 
relationships, whose weight 4,j E (0, 11 denotes the degree of trust of i 
in j ,  according to the probabilistic model proposed in [Mau96, DIM021. 

From now on we will adopt the following notations. Let & be any set of 
potential transacting entities (e.g., consumers and merchants) such that Vrl& = 
0. We will refer to e as the entity in & initiating a request for carrying out an 
e-commerce transaction (said a consumer) to acquire commodities from a set 
of final entities f (merchants). For any TSP i e- V ,  E[ i ]  C & denotes all the 
entities that know and trust TSP i directly, and, for any :c E E ,  V[:c] C V is 
the subset of TSPs known and trusted by x ,  i.e., \ / [ : I ; ]  = { i  E V I x E &(i)}. 
Finally, for each TSP ‘i, we will denote by N ( i )  the set of neighbors of i in the 
trust graph. 

DEFINITION 1 A trust path K ( P ,  f )  linking e to f is u chain of TSPs (il 
siich that e E E ( i l ) ,  ,f E &(ik), and for each .j = 2,.  . . , k,  it holds zj E 

DEFINITION 2 The transaction cost of a trust path K, denoted by  cost(^), is 
the overall cost incurred by each TSP .i on the path, i.e., cost(7r) = CiEn ci. 

DEFINITION 3 The degree of a trust path 7~ = ( i l l .  . . , i k ) ,  denoted by d ( ~ ) ,  
is the “trurisitive” degree of trust induced by 7r, i.e., d(7r) = $:: dij,ij+l. 

Let II(e, f )  be the set of all the different trust paths in the trust graph linking e 
to f .  

DEFINITION 4 (THE LOWEST-COST TR.US?‘ PATH) The lowest-cost trust path 
q(:(e, f )  linking e to f i s  the trust path in I l ( e ?  f) of niinimurn trarisactioit 
cost. 

trust graph and composed of 

. . i k )  

N(Zj- , ) .  

DEFINITION 5 (THE MOST-TRIJSTED PATH) The most-trusted path nhi~(<:, f )  
linking c to f is the trim path iii II( c, f) ufmaxiniurn trcinvitive trust degree. 

4. The problems 
A typical e-commerce transaction for acquiring commodities from a set of 

merchants F (final entities or targets) consists of the following steps: 
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Locating a set 11 C F of reachable final merchants. 
Let p denote the characteristic function associated with 11, i.e., p ( f )  = 1 
for every f E R, p(,f) = 0 otherwise. 

rn Constructing a set of trust paths IT((.. R. a. ,9) linking P to finals in R, 
where cr e [? are two parameters whose meaning will be clear later. 
We denote by n(p. f .  (.k, ,7) C IT(?, R. (1.13) the subset of trust paths 
linking e to .f. 

= For any final f E R, executing the transaction along either (i) a lowest- 
cost trust path q,c;(e, f )  € n(e ,  .f. 0. $) (see Def. 6), or (ii) a most- 
trusted path TMT(~. .f) E II(c. f ,  a. 0) (see Def. 7). 
Let XL(: and XMT be the characteristic functions for the lowest-cost trust 
path and the most-trusted path, respectively, i.e., & ( : ( i , e , f )  = 1 if 
i E V is on the path TLc(e,f) and ~ ~ ( : ( i , e , f )  = 0 otherwise, and 
x ~ ~ ( i ,  e, f )  = 1 if i E V is on the path T ~ I T ( ~ ,  f )  and X M T ( ~ ,  e, f )  = 0 
otherwise. 

Minimizing for every ,f E R the cost of the tnist path linking e to .f is equiva- 
lent to minimizing the overall transaction cost. Hence: 

DEFINITION G For everyfeusible output :I; = ( p ,  ,YLC). the min-cost-TP[e, F, a. 93 
problem uims to minimize the following objective function: 

Equivalently: 

DEFINITION 7 Fur everyjeasible output :c = ( / I %  X ~ I T ) ,  the max-trust-TP[e, I? a: 01 
problem (tinis to muxiniize the following objective fuiiction: 

5. The trust paths building algorithm 
In this section we describe a search algorithm A which solves the just in- 

troduced problems. In order to identifying the best-suited trust paths, as each 
TSP within the trust web knows only its immediate trusted neighbors (each 
i E V only knows adjacent vertices N ( i )  within the trust graph) rather than 
each TSP within the global trust web, the algorithm A requires the cooperation 
of multiple TPSs. 
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When a customer e initiates the search process, it  relies the final merchants 
F automatically to the nearest trusted TSPs V[e] in hopes of finding the finals. 
If these TSPs do not have direct trust relationships with the finals, theyforward 
the customer's request to the adjacent TSPs to identify finals deeper within the 
trust graph. Therefore, the search of finals generatesfiw-wurd messages. A TSP 
stops the search when there are no connections or all its connections lead to al- 
ready explored TSPs', or when all the connections lead to "unreliable" ot "too 
expensive" trust paths. Indeed, the search space complexity and the number 
of messages exchanged between TSPs is reduced by pruning the alternatives n 
that does not satisfy these constraints: 

- Trust constraint: the trust degree accumulated along the path is greater 

- Cost coiistraiiit: the transaction cost accumulated along the path is less 

When finals have been located, backward messages trace the path of the for- 
ward messages back to e. If e does not receive a backward message after a 
certain time, it assumes that no path was found. 

The structure of aforward message 'rn = {el F, al :3, n,, d ( n p ) ,  cost(nr,)} 
specifies (among the others): 

than a threshold trust degree cr E [0,1], i.e., d(n) = n(i,j)Ea > - cr; 

than a threshold cost [? E R' , i.e, ro.st(n) = XiEa ci 5 $. 

- the costumer e and the list of final merchants F to be located; 
- a threshold trust degree ct E [01 11 and a threshold transaction cost fJ  E 

- a rrturn pnrh T , ~  containing a sequence initially empty of 4-tuples 
m.1 ; 

@ l ~ ~ l l , ~ C , Z ~  = l : C i l ) . . . .  . ( i h r F l , , , 4 , ,  , , i , , ,ci , , ))  

where ( , i l l .  . . i,,) is the identified path ~ ( e ,  ilC) and, for any TSP i j  on it, 
Fij is the set of identified targets that iil knows and trusts directly; 

- the trust degree d ( n r )  = d ( x ( e ,  i h ) )  accumulated along the path x ( e ,  ih); 
- the transaction cost  cost(^,) = cost(n(e, ih)) accumulated along the 

Fora message 'ni = {e .  b'. a, 0, n,, d(n , ) ,  cost(n,)} identifying a trust path 

path n(e,  dh). 

n(e,  i), we say that a TSP j is appended to m i f  

- the 4-tuple ( . j ,  F n t ' [ j ] ,  d , j ,  c j )  is added to the return path n,; 
- F is updated to the set of TSPs left to locate, i.e., F = F \ & k j ] ;  
- the trust degree is updated to d(q.) d i , j ;  
- the transaction cost is updated to co.st(.rr,.) + c j .  

The resulting message is denoted by ( i p p m d ( m ,  i ,  j ) .  

backward phase will be omitted): 
The algorithm works as follows (due to lack of space details concerning the 
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= Initially, if customer e neither knows nor trusts finals in F ,  it prepares the 
initial forward message m = { P ?  .F, a, p, n,. = 0, d(x,.) = 1, cost(n,) = 
0) and sends it in parallel to all trusted TSPs j E V[e].  Without loss of 
generality, we assume that consumers/merchants completely trust TSPs 
they know directly (i.e., dc,j = 1,V;j E V[e]) .  

m On receiving a message 771, = {e. F. Q, d, n,, d(x,) ,  cost(rT)}  from i a 
TSP j executes the following steps: 

- let N(j)’  = {k E N ( j )  I k is unvisited A d(7rT) - d j , k  2 a}; 
- if cost(n,.) + cj > ,3 V N ( j ) ‘  = 8 (this is a dead end) then 

if F f l  &[:j] = k’J then j sends m backward to i 
else j sends npperrd(7r~ %, ; j )  backward to i; 

else j forwards nppend(7rz, i, j )  to each k E N(;j)’. 

6. 
The algorithm just described assumes that that all the reached TSPs are hon- 

esthbedient, that is that they follows the protocol when reporting their trans- 
action costs and the degrees of trust in the neighbors, which are both a private 
information of TSPs (their types). However, all the TSPs are actually strategic 
agents which respond to incentives and may deviate from the protocol for a 
tangible gain. Hence, for this algorithm to be “fit”, the design must be paved 
with suitable payments that will motivate all the participant TSPs to adopt it. 

In this section we aim to answer the following central question about the 
study of which goals are achievable via truthful mechanisms, that is “does a 
payment function p ( . )  exist such that the resulting mechanism is truthful?” 

Towards this aim, we need to define the trust path building problem as a 
consistent problem which we know to admit truthful mechanisms. It is worthy 
to notice that we provide a payment specified by n(.) to a TSP i if and only 
if i is on one of the established trust paths linking the consumer e to some 
merchant in F. 

Since e-commerce transactions are executed along either the most trusted 
paths or the lowest cost trust paths, the definition of consistent problem (requir- 
ing that the set of feasible solutions does not depend on agents’ types) points to 
only two distinct mechanisms, the murginul trunsactioti cust mechanism and 
the marginal trirvt mechanism as the two solutions of the two mechanism de- 
sign problems defined in Sections 6 and 6. 

The mechanism design trust paths building problems 

The min-cost-TP[e, F, a] problem 
Given the set V = (1,. . . , 7 ~ }  of agents (TSPs within the trust web), for- 

mulating the min-cost-TP[e, I;: 131 problem as a mechanism design consis- 
tent problem basically requires (i) to define agent’s types and prove that the 
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set of feasible solutions @ is independent of them; (ii) to detine the valuation 
functions vz(.) and show that the objective function is of the form@:=, v,(-), 
where tb is a suitable operator which enjoys the following properties: associa- 
tivity, commutativity and monotonicity in  its arguments; (iv) to express in a 
“consistent” way the utility functions as r q ( . )  = I ) , ( . )  (3 u2( . )  for appropriate 
payment functions ~ h ( . ) .  

The scenario described until now considers each TSP i as a strategic agent 
which knows both the transaction cost c; and the degrees of trust. However, 
by following this model the set of feasible solutions would completely depend 
on agents’ types. These dependencies would affect the existence of truthful 
mechanisms for the problem [MPPW+04]. Hence, the only way to structure 
the problem as a consistent problem is to make feasible solutions x = (p ,  &(:) 
independent of transaction costs by assuming a modified scenario where: 

degrees of trust are publicly known and agent i’s type is the transaction 
cost t ,  = c,, for each i E V; 
the search space is not reduced by applying cost constraints. 

We denote such a subproblem by min-cost-Tf [e. F, a]. 
It is immediate to verify that the function (2) is a utilirariari objective func- 

tion (i.e., a consistent objective function whose operator is the sum) by defining 
the valuation functions as follows: for any reported vector of costs T and for 
any feasible output 2 = (p ,  AL(-), i.e., a set of located finals R C F and a set 
of trust paths each linking e to a final entity f E 12. we have 

THEOREM 8 When the distributed algorithni A outputs Q solution 2 = ( p ,  XLC) 
inducing on the trust graph G a hiconnected subgraph and picks lowest cost 
paths linking e to the renchnble jinals, tkeii there is a unique truthful mech- 
uitism (A,!)) fur the min-cost-TP[e. I:. f i ]  problem h i t  gives no yuyment tu 
TSPs nut irwolveci in tr’unsucticm. 
fruuj: For any reported vector of costs T and for any feasible solution :c, let 
us denote by p L c ( x ,  r )  = C,”=l t+(:c,  r L )  the overall transition cost of the 
solution. Moreover, let /<h(:c, T )  = oJ (s. T ~ ) .  For utilitarian prob- 
lems, VCG mechanisms [Cla71, Gro73, Vic611 guarantee the truthfulness of 
the mechanism (A, / ) )  when the payments to the involved TSPs .i are of the 
form: y2(r) = p L C ( d ( r - ’ .  rt = s), r )  - p i ( : ( d ( 7 . ) ,  7.). 

The max-trust-TP[e, F, p ]  problem 
Similarly to the min-cost-Tf [e. F. (Y. 111 problem, in order to formulate the 

max-trust-TP[e, F. a, 03 problem as a mechanism design consistent problem 
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we need to make feasible outputs :c = ( P , ~ T )  independent of degrees of 
trust by assuming a modified scenario where: 
I costs are publicly known and agent 1:'s type is the vector 4 of degrees of 

trust t i  = &,j, for each E N ( i ) ;  
the search space is not reduced by applying trust constraints. 

We denote such a subproblem by mcrx-tru.rt-TP[e. F: 03. 
In order to prove that the function (3) is a consistent objective function 

whose operator is the standard product, we define the valuation functions as 
follows. For any reported degrees of trust 7' and for any feasible output r = 

C T: XMT(.~, e ,  f )  if p ( f )  + X M T ( ~ ,  e, f )  = 2; 

{ I  otherwise. 

f 21 (2, ~ t )  = (a , j )cE 

THEOREM 9 When the distributed ulgoritlzm d outputs a solution :E = (p .  1Mr) 
inducing on the trust gruph G a bicimiiected subgraph und picks most trusted 
puths linking (J to the reachable .finals, then there exists u truthful mechanism 
( d , p ) f o r  the max-trust-TP[c. F. L?] problem that gives no payment to TSPs not 
involved in transactions. 
Prooj: For any feasible solution s and for any reported vector of degrees of 
trust T ,  let ~ M T ( . T ,  r )  = flz, z+(:c, T ~ )  be the overall trust degree of the solu- 
tion and let pi$(:c, T )  = ny+t vJ (s. r?).  For consistent problems, the VCGc 
mechanisms recently introduced in [MPPW-t 041 guarantee the truthfulness of 
the mechanism (d.p)  when the payments to the involved TSPs i are of the 
f0lTll: 
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Notes 
1. A certificate is a digitally signed stiitement by which a trusted third party. referred to as a Cerrifi- 

carion Arrrhrwity (CA). asserls that a public key is hound to an entity. The term PKl is used to refer to an 
infrastructure for distributing public keys. where the authenticity of public keys is certified by the CAs. 

?. 'To avoid aTsP receive and process rhe same request twice we suppose lhdt (i) each request includes 
a unique session 11) and time-stamps. (ii)  all received requests are backlogged and ( i i i )  duplicated requests 
are discarded. 
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